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CLEAN ENERGY
INTRODUCTION
With the fonnation of NASA 15 years ago, the Lewis Research
Center was assigned the responsibility to develop electric power
systems for space.

Since that- time the needs of aerospace have kept

us at the frontiers of technology in both electric power generation
and propulsion.

Now in the face of an impending energy crisis we

find that our advanced technology is of considerable interest to
other agencies which are charged with finding solutions to our energy
problems.

There has . been so much·discussion of the energy crisis

.

that we will not belabor the point here.
........

But we would like to remind

you of the situation as it is understood today •
(SLIDE 1 ON)

We currently · obtain about. 97% of our nation's

energy from the fossil f'uels:

coal, gas, and oil.

The remainder

comes from wood, nuclear energy, and hydroelectric plants.

At the

presently projected consumption rate, our reserves of gas arid oil are
expected to be exhausted in 30 to 50 years.
coal reserves are somewhat larger.

On the other hand our

At the presently projected con-

surnption rate of coal, it should last several hundred years.
fore we have some obvious alternatives in the near term:

There-

switch from

using natural gas and oil to using coal and synthesize gas and oil
from coal.

We might also increase our use of nuclear energy which

t oday supplies somewhat less than l°/o of our total energy.
I

SLIDE 1 OFF)
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In all cases, we convert these fuels into heat.

Sometimes we

I

use the heat directly, as to heat our homes.

But more of'ten we further

convert the heat into other usef'ul forms of energy, such as electricity or mechanical power for transportation.

This conversion process

9f fuel into heat into other energy forms can and must be accomplished
'
more
efficiently.

Today we wish to emphasize two approaches to solving our energy
'

problems:

first, how we can .use and convert the fu,el

w~

have more

efficiently and, second, how we might use the S\Ul as an alternate

energy

~ourQe

that is

cle~n,

..

abundant , a.mt ine•u.et i'el@ ,

Over the past 15 years, we have been engaged in extensive space
power research on a variety of methods of converting heat into electri(SLIDE 2 ON)

city.

Some of these methods are:

Rankine systems

using liquid metals such as mercury and potassium as working fluids
(to carry the heat through the system), Brayton systems using inert
gases or air as working fluids, thermionic and thermoelectric systems,
and

~

or magnetohydrodynamics.

Today we will discuss only the Ran-

kine and Brayton systems, even though all but the thermoelectric systems are now being considered for near or long term application to
ground power needs.

(SLIDE 2 OFF)

Let's first look at a schematic diagram of a modern steam power
plant to see how a Rankine system works

(SLIDE 3 ON)

Within the

boiler, fired primarily by coal or natural gas, steam is produced and
heated to 1050° F where it exerts a pressure of 2500;>si.

This

•
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pressurized steam is expanded through a series of turbines that drive
generators to produce electricity.

Now for every 100 MW of power put

into the system by burning fuel, we only get out 40 MW of electrical
We must throw away 60 Mil of power as waste heat into the en-

power.

vironment.

Of course, dumping this waste heat into the water and air

sometimes has adverse effects.
The most effective and direct way to increase the system efficiency
and therefore reduce the amount of waste heat rejected to the environment, and thus save energy is to increase the peak operating temperature of the

(SLIDE 3 OFF)

(S.LIDE

4 ON)

system •., This figure shows

the relationship of peak operating temperature to projected system
efficiency.

On the figure we have listed three classes of conversion

systems that the U.S. is considering for electric power generation.
The first is Rankine systems, examples of which are our modern steam
plants.

But the best of the modern steam plants can only operate up

to 1050° F and until now it has not been economical to operate at
higher temperature.

In fact to go to higher temperatures we may have

to use a liquid metal (such as potassium) as the working fluid.
Another alternative would be to use Brayton systems which are gas
turbines using air or an inert gas such as helium as the working fluid.
To reach still higher temperatures we might use MHD or magnetohydrodynamics.
Now let us consider the rewards of increasing the operating temperature and hence system efficiency.

~

(SLIDE

4 OFF)
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Two scales have been added to
,/
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the previous figure.

They show the fuel that could be saved and the

reduction in thermal pollution that could be achieved if the system
efficiency could be increased from what it is now.

As an example, if

we could achieve an efficiency of 50%, our fuel consumption for electrical power generation woultl be reduced by 20%.
duce the thermal pollution by one-third.
But if

Ranld.~e

This walld also re-

(~~#)

system plants are to opera"te at higher tempera-

tures, and hence higher efficiency, then we must consider a working
fluid other than water.
(SLIBE

6 ON)

One which is being studied now is potassiwn.

This is a schemat·ic of a steam plant with what is called

.

a potassium topper.

In this case the fuel is burned and used to heat

potassium vapor to about 1450° F.

The potassium vapor is expanded

through a turbine which in turn drives a generator.

But the waste heat
I

from the potassium system, instead of being dumped into a river or the
air, is still hot enough to be used to produce steam in a conventional
steam plant.
With this topper system, we believe an efficiency of 50% could
be achieved resulting in fuel savings of 20% and a waste heat reduction
of one-third (mentioned earlier as an example).

If this fuel savings

could be applied to all electric generating plants in the U.S., the
equivalent savings would be about one million barrels of oil each day.
This is one-half of what the Trans-Alaska pipeline is expected to carry
at its capacity.

The cost of power using the potassium topper system

is predicted to be no more than f'rom current systems and perhaps less.

•
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The potassium topper system is presently being evaluated by one of
our contractors as a result of a joint effort between the Office of
Coal Research of the Department of the Interior and NASA.
In our space power research, our experience with potassium shows
a number of significant achievements.

(SLIDE

l

ON)

We have success-

f'ully run two turbines on potassium vapor at 1500° F for

a p iece.

7

months

And a complete 200 KW system consisting of turbine, boiler,

7
boiler feed pump, and condenser . has been run for 14 months.
BRAYTON

(SLIDE 1(

•
OFF)

.

But the upper temperature to which even a p otas s ium Rankine system
can operate is limited - by corrosion.

A Brayton system, on the other

hand, because it uses air or ·an inert gas as a working fluid is not so
limited.

8

(SLIDE J' ON)

This example is a closed-cycle Brayton space
I

power system.

The "closed-cycle" just means that the working fluid,

such as helium, stays permanently within the system.

A part of this

system is shown here on the stage in its hardware form.
(LIGHT UP BRU ON STAGE)
This is a compressor, turbine, and electrical generator all on
one shaft.

You can see that it fits together with the other components

to make a compact space power conversion system.

This system would

operate at 1600° F, which is 300° F hotter than similar systems used
for ground power in Europe.

Here in the U.S. closed-cycle Brayton

systems are being considered for several applications.

One of particular

interest is its use with a high-temperature, gas-c6oled nuclear reactor

I
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(at about 1500° F).

This emphasizes an attractive feature of these

energy conversion systems - they can be used in either fossil or
nuclear fueled power plants.
However, this high

tem~rature

space power system is very small.

It produces only 15 KW of electric power, but it does demonstrate the
technology.

We have operated trese systems at LeRC for a total time

of over 28 months.

One system has operated more than 17 months.

During 90% of that time the .engine was run by a computer with no personnel present.

(SLIDE

8

i

OFF)

..

This concludes my part of the presentation on our efforts to apply
1

1

our electric power generation technology to stationary power plants.
I would now like to introduce Mr.

who will te 11 you about

our efforts to apply a.erospa.ce propulsion technology t 'o ground trans-

portation and also how we might use the Sun as an alternate energy
source.

/
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CONSERVATION OF ENERGY IN TRANSPORTATION
First, ·let's take a look at our e f forts to use aerospace technology
to assist in developing clean, energy conserving, power plants for
ground

transporta~ion.

We have provided some assistance to both the

Department of Transportation and the Environmental Protection Agency
in this area.

I think most people will agree that we must significantly
I

reduce auto exhaust emissions , but as we move toward the 1977 Federal
Emission Standards, we ar~ paying a penalty in fuel economy.

9

~)

(SLIDE

You can see the emissions of cars prior to emission controls,

piston engine have been reduced by a factor of five, they must be still
further reduced by a factor of six to achieve the 1977 standards.
can also see the trends in piston engine fuel economy:

You

it has decreased

from 12 MPG to 10 MPG to day, and is expected to fall to 9 MR1 by 1977,
as a result of emission control.

To meet federal emission standards we .

have sacrificed fuel economy.

9

(SLIDE , OFF)

This adverse trend has raised the question:

Are

there other engines which have low exhaust emissions and good fuel
economy?

The answer is "yes"; a wide variety of such engines are being

considered by industry, some with government support.

Typical of these

are the Rankine engines, which include the steam engines, gas turbine
engines, and Stirling engines.

/

·.
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The unique feature common to all of these alternative engines is
that they operate with continuous low pressure combustion, which is
inherently cleaner burning than the intermittent combustion which
occurs at high temperatures within the cylinders of piston engines.
Another advantage of these engines is that they can burn low-grade
fuels such as kerosene rather than the high octane gasolines.

The

EPA, with the assistance of this laboratory, is investigating these and

•

still other engines.
In fact at the request of EPA, NASA is participating in a joint
program to demonstrate by 1975 a gas-turbine-powered automobile which
meets the 1977 emission standards with both good fuel economy and
drivability.

(LIGHT UP TURBINE CAR)

We have on display a Chrysler

gas turbine-powered car which will be used in NASA's joint program with
We' 11 start it to give you a feel for how quickly it starts and
(~ JO 6>71-.-)
how quietly it runs/1 This car"""(POINT to G.T. DISPLAY CAR). has a total

EPA.

emissions level of about 1/4th that of the 1973 piston-engine cars,
and is not too far above the 1977 standards.
You have heard, or will hear, at another stop about our work in
combustor technology for aircraf't gas turbines.

This technology, as

you might expect, will be put to good use on the automotive problem and
is predicted to lower emissions.

Also recently in our automotive pro-

' gram prel1.minary tests were run JP a new type of burner, called the
(ft;A._ /0 ~1-- )
catalytic combustor./l (POINT TO COMBUSTOR DISPLAY)
This is not to
be confused with the catalytic reactors intended for
,,. piston-engine
exhaust cleanup.

•

/I

(SLIDE 9 ON)
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This sketch of the catalytic combustor shows a lean fuel-air
mixture entering the ceramic honeycomb which conta ins im.bedded catalyst
particles.

A chemical reaction between f'uel and oxygen molecules

occurs on the surface of the catalyst - in a clean flameless combustion
process at relatively low temperatures.

The catalytic action greatly

reduces emissions.
Although preliminary data indicate that this combustor has much
lower emissions than the 19,77 standards (Chart "D") further development
work is needed to

~onfirm

gine operating conditions.

,,

performance with a variety of fuels and en

.

(SLIDE;, OFF)

...

It looks like we can make the gas turbine meet the exhaust
emission standards, but what about f'uel economy?
At its present state of development it does not have good fuel
economy over the federal driving cycle.
CHRYSLER GAS TURBINE CAR)

i~

(SLIDE ~ ON)

(POINT TO

It gets 7.7 miles per gallon compared to

10 miles per gallon for the 1973 automobile.

The EPA goal is to

demonstrate a 20 percent :i.Jnprovement in fuel economy over present cars
with a redesigned engine in a 1975 automobile.

It is our role in

working with EPA not only to assist in reducing exhaust emissions but
also to apply the most advanced aerospace technology to improving f'uel
economy.

(POINT TO G. T. HARDWARE)

A few of the major areas where EPA with our assistance will seek
to improve gas turbine efficiency include the application of advanced
designs to the compressor and turbines, higher turbine temperatures with
/

compatible materials, an integrated control system, and water injection.

"

•
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NASA and industry studies on still :f'urther advanced technology
engines suggest that f'uel economics of as high as 15 MPG under city
.
~I~
driving conditions may be achieved /1 These high temperature engines

0-#--)

1

would use either ceramic or cooled metal turbine technology.

You will

hear about ceramic materials like this (HOLD UP CERAMIC VANE) at our
materials :presentation.
This turbine' rotor was developed by Iewis for aircraft jet engines.
It

~s

•

hollow blades to allow a forced draft of cooling air to pass

through them thus maintaining the metal temperature well below gas
temperature.

.

In this way we can use lower-cost conventional materials

at higher temperatures.
SOLAR ENERGY

Iet us now turn from the automotive problem to the problems of
providing clean, electrical and thermal power from an alternate source 13
the Sun.
(SLIDE Jt ON)
Here we see a picture of Skylab which uses large solar cell arrays
/ 3

that direct4'" convert the energy of the sun to electricity.
In fact most of tbe electrical energy we now use in space

sunlight converted to electricity by solar cells.

(SLIDE

F

c~
·

In his energy message of 1971, the President asked NASA and the

National Science Foundation to reexamine our efforts in solar energy
research with a view towards utilization of the ' Sun's energy to produce
energy needed on Earth.
study.

OFF)

NASA and NSF assembled experts to conduct a

A report on the results was published last/ year.

_,r
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(SLIDE ~ ON)

The first observation is a rather obvious one.

The energy from our Sun is abundant and inexhaustible as a good
energy source should be, but it is diffuse and of course is only
available during the daylight hours.

However, over a year the total

solar energy falling on the Earth is about 1000 ti.mes greater than
the amount of energy we now consume from all forms of fuels.

i
j

If we

could convert sunlight to more useful forms of energy at an efficiency of only
all our needs.

53

it would t~ke about

(SLIDE

'/ 'o n)

23

of our land area to supp}¥

Since the Sun doesn't shine all the

time , we must during the day collect the energy and store it for use
at night.

(SLIDE '

ON)

As I'll show by some examples, the Sun can provide energy in all

forms we need:

electricity, heating and cooling.

We can even provide

clean renewable fuels by growing crops and burning them direct}¥ or
by converting them through chemical processing to gas and oil.
We can use several methods to generate electricity.
convert sunlight direct}¥ into electricity.

Solar cells

The problem is that solar

cells are much too expensive for widespread use today.

We must cut

t heir cost by a factor of several hundred before their widespread Earth
use is economical.

Until then they will be used on}¥ for special
(LIGHT WEATHER STATION)

applications where other power is not available.

For example, this is a model of a solar cell powered weather station
that we have installed on the shores of lake Erie where power was not
conveniently available.

It is a demonstration project and part of a
/

joint program with the City of Cleveland.

•
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other methods of generating power from the Sun include (1) use of
a system we call "solar thermodynamics" where solar heat is used to
run a heat engine which drives a generator, (2) use of the temperature
difference of 45° F between the surface and lower regions of the gulf'
stream to run a heat engine, and (3) use of the energy from the wind
I
/6"°
~hich is, of course, derived from the Sun.
(SLIDE ~ OFF)
Let's
look briefly at utilization of wind power.

I

I

(SLIDE

i1o

!'-

ON)

Although we of'ten think of windmills as useful

for pumping water on farms, wind driven electric generators have been
built in the past 20 years as indicated by this 200 KW ma.chine.

..

The

problem has been that wind energy machines were not cost effective
I

when we had plentiful supplies of low cost fuel. ( ftk / lo

I

NSF has asked us to assist them · in the . creation
lment of their wind energy program.

~d

&ff- )

project manage

As a first step we are appJ.¥ing

I

modern technology to the design of a wind energy system to provide up
to 150 KW of electricity to the island of Culebra in Puerto· Rico at
·the request of that government.

The winds are relatively steady there

at nearly 20 miles per hour and providing of other fuels is expensive
.and inconvenient.
(,~~AR - 17~)
~~ystems present some difficult technological problems in
achieving good performance at low cost.
called out some of that technology.

On this wind ma.chine we have

For a 150 KW ma.chine the blades

are large, about 65 feet long with a width of about 8 feet, approximately
the size of an aircraft wing.

Actua.lJ.¥ this commercial blade uses a
./

•
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NACA airfoil that evolved in early NACA aerodynamics research.

M9.jor

problems are instability and flutter resulting from highly variable
wind gusts and f'rom the interruption of the airflow as the blade passes
the tower.

In our design for Puerto Rico, we will apply our new 'com-

puter techniques and the latest technology in lightweight, high-strength
composite materials evolving f'rom our aerospace programs for improved
structures.
(Helicopter rotor section)

•

We will also use our battery technology for storage of the electri
cal energy for ,use during those periods when the.. wind does not blow.
We have here at Lewis perhaps the largest contract and in-house program
in advanced battery and fuel cell research within the U. S. Government.
To use the Sun's thermal energy for heating and cooling buildings
we

can collect the heat in a fluid such as water.

Efficient collectors

with space technology coatings (SHOW SOIAR FIAT PIATE COLLECTORS, ETC.)
such as these we have built can heat water to over 200° F, even on a
cold winter day.

This hot fluid can be used directly to heat buildings

or to cool buildings it can be used in absorption refigeration systems,
similar to today's gas refrigeration systems.

The heat of the day,

however , must be stored for use at night.
( ffLl!liliJ l:5 9 Ii)

Another approach to producing electricity uses

the Sun's energy to run a heat engine.

I

These systems would use focusing

collectors to concentrate the solar radiation.

You know f'rom your

childhood experience that a magnifying glass can focus enough of the
/

= -

·1I
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Sun's heat to burn wood.

We built a 20' diameter mirror for use in a

'

space electric power system several years ago.
temperatures over 1500° F.

That mirror can produce

A segment of that mirror is shown here.

We have a demonstration

(TURN ON SUNLIGHT)

of a simple focusing

collector that uses those automobile headlights to simulate the Sun.
The collector focuses the light on the liquid in the tube.

The liquid

boils and the vapor drives a simple turbine. ·
In our system - for more rapid startup we are using a low-boiling
Freon.

•

In a power system the fluid would probably be water and of

course the turbine would drive an electric generator.

These are the

elements of the Rankine cycle described earlier except now we are
I

using the Sun's energy instead of fossil or nuclear fuel

"f"

(SLIBE ~ ON).

Such a thermal system then is made --up of a collector, a method
of storage of day heat for use at night, a method of transferring the
heat to the turbine, and a generator.

Key technology problems are:

the development of low cost collectors with high efficiency .coatings,
good heat transfer devices such as heat pipes, and efficient energy
storage.

IC/

Such a the~l system (SLIDE j¥ ON) with a collector area of no
more than 6 miles by 6 miles could produce about 3-1/2 million KW of
electric power.

That's enough electricity to meet the present needs of

the city of Los Angeles - with no pollution or fuel consumption. (

,
·"

ftA, /9 #)
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We've described some of the technology and shown you some of the
actual hardware for using our present fuels more efficiently and for
topping our clean, everlasting energy source - the Sun.
Much yet remains to be done.

Devices and ma.chines must be

scaled-up to plant size and of course economic feasibility must be
demonstrated.
However, we do believe that among the technologies presented
here today are solutions to sane of our Earth energy problems.

I

/
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